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The Shops at Montebello
PROJECT UPDATE
Boca Raton/Deerfield Beach, FL (May 16, 2017) - Boca Flasher, Inc., an innovator and industry leader in LED solutions
since 1995, provided the finishing touch to the massive Shops at Montebello project with its HPNLS HO and LO (LED
products) for the refurbished Patio Café, a 20-month reconstruction job completed in December 2016.
Selected to help create the client's vision of a more modern, state-of-the-art look, Boca Flasher exceeded expectations
with a unique down-lighting feature that adds a crisp, quality, white-light ambience and illuminates the dining areas to
greatly enhance the nighttime visual effect.
"I am very happy with how the lighting turned out,” says Brandon Wernli, Director, Production, KTGY. “The client is
very happy with the transformation."
Prior to Boca Flasher's involvement, it became apparent late in the project that a challenge existed to find an LED
product with the proper optical control to up-light the panels positioned above the entry while, at the same time,
providing wall grazing and washing to add visual interest to the walls (instead of painting the wall or hanging objects
on it).
An indoor, super-regional shopping mall located in Montebello, CA (east of downtown Los Angeles), The Shops at
Montebello offer more than 160 national and local retail outlets including Aeropostale, Disney Store, Gymboree,
Hollister, Victoria's Secret and BJ's Restaurant & Brewery.
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ABOUT BOCA FLASHER, INC.
Boca Flasher, Inc. has been providing innovating and aesthetically-pleasing LED solutions to customers since 1995.
With its centrally consolidated factory and corporate office, the Boca Flasher process, from customer service,
engineering, project management, quality control and shipping, is a systematic collaboration with each individual
client to achieve the best quality, cost-effective, energy-efficient LED lighting solution for their unique project. From
wall grazing, wall washing, floodlighting, spotlighting, cove lighting, task and direct view, along with the latest LED
lighting systems, including under water illumination, Boca Flasher offers a solution to meet every need in any lighting
project.
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